Internships For all Majors-Worldwide

Visual and Performing Arts

Social Sciences and Education

Humanities and Language

Global and Community Development

Ethnic and Cultural Studies

Engineering, Computer Science and Math

Business and Economics

Biological, Chemical and Health Sciences

PROGRAM BY SUBJECT AREA

2022: programs are subject to change.

and how to apply financial aid to these opportunities. All of the programs below are offered during Summer

pus. Students can work with their home university study abroad offices to determine how credit will be applied

These programs are designed and administered by UC campuses and are open to students from any UC cam

UC Campus Programs

UC CAMPUS PROGRAMS: EXPLORE HERE

Welcome to the UC-Wide Virtual Study Abroad Fair!

This interactive PDF is hyperlinked to advisors

Virtual Internships

Global Internships

Virtual Study Abroad Fair

Faculty Led = Course(s) taught by UC campus faculty, using the world as the classroom.

Virtual = Participate in a global experience from the comfort of your home.

UCEAP is the UC systemwide study abroad organization that builds and designs programs for all

PROGRAM (UCEAP)

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 11AM - 1PM PDT

JOIN ROOM